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Come on in and let us help you earn your GED! We are at 92 Chestnut St. in Murray.
Give us a call: 270-759-5525, we'd love to help you!
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ATV riders
attempt to
run down
deputies
Men from
Murray, Almo
face charges

Amanda Forrest said that
the
•
vehicle
a
was gone and
SE the occupants
were also not
seen.
However,
Forrest said
she then went
to the lot of
Rulford
Tennessee
Valley Cornmunity Church and spotted a
black BMW parked in the lot
with one person inside the car.

II

"I ran the tag (on the BMW)
and started going toward Daily's (convenience store) because
(another officer) advised he had
a black Mercedes in the lot. The
tag I ran came back to a stolen
car out of Murray, Kentucky,"
Forrest said in the report. "I
looked in my rear-view mirror
and noticed two males running
away from the vehicle. They
were running down the driveway of the church."
Forrest's report said that she
notified other Paris PD units but
a search of the area did not result

in the subjects being found. She
then said that a call was received
from a citizen a short time later advising that the subjects in
question were on Ashli Lane and
heading for a cemetery.
"City units were able to locate the one subject hiding in
the cemetery," Forrest said in
the report that showed that this
suspect was a 17-year-old male
who was placed in police custody. "I did locate a woman's
purse and a Smith and Wesson 9
mm handgun under the passenger's seat (of the BMW). Dis-

patch advised that the weapon
was not reported stolen, but that
the subjects at the church on India Road had one stolen."
The purse and weapon were
turned over to a Henry County
deputy. In the meantime, a Tennessee Highway Patrol helicopter was dispatched and flew over
the area in search of the second
subject and soon the subject was
discovered. Officers soon arrived and took him into custody.
Forrest's report identified the
subject as Antonio Rulford, 18,
Yr• See PARIS Page 5

Calloway County School District
claims school Nurse of the Year

Photo provided
Tina Ryan, center, stands with Vicki Williams and Fred Ashby, Director of Pupil Personnel for
Calloway County, with her award.

Laker senior wins new car in
annual Grade A Car Giveaway

See MARSHALL Page 2
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"Prepare chains, because the land is full of
bloodshed and the city
is full of violence."
Ezekiel 7:23
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Staff Report
The Paris (Tennessee) Police
Department reports that the arrests of a Paris man and a juvenile Sunday involved a vehicle
stolen last week from a Murray
residence.
According to a Paris PD report, units were dispatched to
the area of India Road in Paris Sunday to a black Mercedes
reportedly occupied by two
black males believed to have
been breaking into vehicles on
the parking lot of Jones Chapel
Church. Upon arrival, Officer

Staff Report
Two Calloway County men
are facing charges in Marshall
County following a pair of bizarre incidents over the weekend in which Marshall deputies
say the men attempted to run
them over with ATVs.
In a release, Marshall County Sheriff's Office Public Information Officer Trista Lovett
said Deputy Josh Anderson reBy TYLER DIXON
sponded to Dogtown Road near
tdixongmurrayledger.com
Benton at about 10:15 Saturday
night in reference to an ATV
When Tina Ryan was going through nursing school, she wasn't
complaint. Upon arrival, An- thrilled about the idea of working with
children and said working
derson said he observed several in pediatrics was the furthest thing from her mind,
but it didn't take
ATVs and was able to stop one long for her mind to change and realize she wanted
to help children
of the vehicles and stepped to for the rest of her career.
the front of it as he ordered the
Ryan made the right decision to work with kids,as she was named
operator to give him the keys.
the 2016 Lucille Ross School Nurse of the Year from the Kentucky
Anderson's report said that School Nurses Association.
the suspect started the ATV
Despite the recent conference, Ryan knew she would receive the
and caused the deputy to have award in June, which took away some of the secrecy of the
award.
to jump out of the way to avoid
"It is a process," she said. "I knew I was nominated. It kind of
being struck. A pursuit fol- takes the surprise out of it a little bit because once you're nominated
lowed,but the ATV got away.
by someone, the nomination committee contacts you. I had to do
However, Lovett said that quite a bit of it myself once I was nominated."
about 12:37 p.m. Sunday, as a
Ryan was nominated by Vicki Williams, another nurse for the
result of a follow-up investiga- school district and a former recipient of the award.
tion, the ATV's operator was
When she had found out she as nominated, Ryan texted Williams
identified. Two deputies and a and said she doesn't do anything extraordinary. Williams' response
Kentucky State Police trooper
located the subject in Hardin
). See NURSE Page 2
and he was arrested.
Zachary B. Burkeen, 25, of
Murray was charged with flee-
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Paris case involves car stolen from Murray

Judy English
Call today to subscribe!

By TYLER DIXON
tdixongmurrayledgercom
Good grades have always been at the
forefront of Clara Arnold's mind,and her
recent grades gave her plenty of chances
to win a 2016 Jeep Patriot in the annual Grade A Car Giveaway sponsored by
Peppers Toyota in Paris, Tennessee.
Arnold was among students from 22
high schools at Peppers Toyota on July
23 for the giveaway. Students were entered one chance for every A they received on their midterm or final report
card from the last school year.
"I was definitely not expecting to
win," she said.
Photo provided
Arnold is a 2016 graduate of CalloCalloway County High School graduate Clara Arnold stands in front of her new way County High School and one of the
2016 Jeep Patriot after winning the vehicle during Peppers Toyota annual Grade valedictorians for the high school.
A Car Giveaway July 23 in Paris, Tennessee.
She said she always tried to get good

grades in school,so the giveaway wasn't
necessarily an incentive for her.
"I wouldn't say it pushed me harder, because that was already something
I was striving for," she said. "It was a
reward for having good grades because
the more A's you have, the better chance
you have of winning."
Arnold chose a dark cherry red 2016
Jeep Patriot over a Toyota Yaris and a
Chevy Spark.
The color and model of the vehicle
were both special to her.
Arnold is attending the University of
the Cumberlands in a few weeks,and its
mascot is the Patriots, while its school
colors are navy and red.
"When I was 16, I told my parents I
wanted a red Jeep." she said. "Little did I
). See GRADE A Page 2
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term.
city needs to have someone have, what it will cost, and then
Homa said the council can
Issues of immediate concern come and do a drainage eval- we can move forward in steps." start out with State Street and
to the council and citizens of the uation for the city, so they can
By taking it in steps, Homa move forward from there, but
With the month of July of- Hazel community center around know how and where to act on meant addressing those issues recommended the city look at
fering record-setting rainfall in road repairs needed for State the issue.
within the city which need to be all of its drainage issues to get
Calloway County, the issue of Street and drainage issues con"I talked to Bobby Dietz at readily addressed, such as State the mess properly sorted out.
flooding and damages resulting cerning a ditch on the west side (Bacon Farmer Workman), a Street, while looking over those
"John already came out
from it within the city of Hazel of Main Street.
civil engineering group. They which may not currently need Thursday (of last week) and
took center stage for the city
"It's dangerous right now (on have an office here in Murray dire attention.
(John Paschall of the council)
council at its monthly meeting State Street), we have already and they do mostly engineering
"One of the things I strongly and (Noma) went around and
Monday night.
had a fire truck go off near their arid drainage work for the city recommend is that we get with looked at the impacted parts
The council heard thoughts and break some pavement," said of Murray, which I have done them and we get a drainage eval- of town," Vasseur said. "Waon how to address the issue from Hazel mayor Kerry Vasseur. a lot of," Horns said. "I talked uation for the city of Hazel," he ter coming in on State Street
John Homa of LMD Landscap- "There is already about four to to him about it and he said he said."I don't know what the es- is coming down from Tennesing in Hazel. Homa said the best five inches of pavement sticking should come down and talk to timated cost would be; the coun- see and is coming from two or
bet for the city was to address out with nothing underneath it, the city council or the mayor cil would have to sit down with three different spots. and John
the issue in a way that doesn't so it is going to break off again and do a drainage evaluation. (BFW) and talk that through. I reminded us that water wants to
waste money in the short term, if we don't do something."
He can do an evaluation of your don't think that would be a very
but offers results into the long
Noma said, for a start, the drainage problems, what you huge cost by any standard."
). See HAZEL Page 5
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INEATHER
ers and thunderstorms.
Mostly sunny, with a
high near 92. Calm wind
becoming
southwest
around 5 mph in the afternoon.
Night:
Thursday
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 73. Light south
wind.
Friday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny,
with a high near 92.
Calm wind becoming
west around 6 mph in
the morning.
Friday Night: A slight
chance of showers and
Partthunderstorms.
ly cloudy, with a low
around 73. Light southwest wind.
Saturday: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny, with a high near 91.
Calm wind becoming
west southwest around
6 mph in the morning.
Saturday Night: A
slight chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 73. Light and
variable wind.

Daily Forecast
Today: A 40 percent
chance of showers and
Partly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
89. Calm wind becoming southwest around 6
mph.
Tonight: A 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms after
lam. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 73. Light
south wind.
Wednesday: A 30
percent chance of showers and thunderstorms,
mainly after 1pm. Partly
sunny, with a high near
93. Southwest wind 3 to
5 mph.
Night:
Wednesday
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 75. Calm wind.
Thursday: A 20 percent chance of show-

Hardin man arrested, charged
with assualt of Marshall deputy
Staff Report
A Hardin man is facing several charges related to a Saturday
afternoon incident in which he
allegedly resisted arrest by physically attacking an officer.
In a release, Marshall County
Sheriff's Office Public Information Officer Trista Lovett said a
call was received at about 3:45
p.m. Saturday in reference to a
response on Fourth Street in Hardin. Marshall SO Sgt. Eddie McGuire and Benton Police Officer
Nick Spears responded.
Lovett said, according to McGuire's report, the suspect had
assaulted someone at a home
and had fired a shotgun through

•MARSHALL county...

III GRADE A car iveaway...
event?' he said. "It's a neat
thing."
Arnold said the drive is more
know I would be getting one two
than five hours, but the low
years later."
Peppers Toyota's Daron mileage is definitely a bonus.
Harrison said they had students She said the new vehicle is fun
learning
within a 75-mile radius of Paris to drive, but there is a
manual
has
it
because
curve
enter the contest.
transmission.
"We like doing things for the
"Right now, it's a little frusyoung folks, and we always like
giving back to the community," trating because I'm still learning
he said. "We were just thinking out to drive it," she said.
Harrison said it's always nice
of what we could do, and this
the look on the winners'
see
to
was an idea that came around.
We started putting things togeth- faces.
"When they called her name,
er, and it's become a pretty good
the look on her face was priceHarrison said the day of the less." he said.
High
County
Calloway
drawing was a big event for
the dealership, and they had a School's Jessica Free was anlive remote from a rachoati4it.;other winner from the Bluegrass"State and won ‘the $1.,00t!.tit,rilre
_
along with food and drinks.
"We made it a pretty big V7-from the dealership.i

From front

Police: Armed men go to
Wal-Mart for doomsday prep
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Police say a group of men with
semi-automatic weapons and
body armor went to a Kentucky
Wal-Mart to prepare for doomsday.
Lexington Police Lt. Jackie Newman tells the Lexington
Herald-Leader (http://bit.ly/2anfYnk that officers were called
to the Wal-Mart on Saturday
night after people reported seeing men inside a car wearing
body armor and holding weapons. A six-month old baby was

also in the car.
The men told police they
were preparing for doomsday
and needed supplies.
Police found marijuana in
the car and cited the men for the
drugs, but did not charge them
with any other violations. Police
say a license is not required to
have a semi-automatic weapon
in a car.
Lexington Police spokesman
Richard Willoby says the men
were not doing anything criminal with the weapons. MI

Police in New York hunt bandits
who made off with pet bunny
NEW YORK(AP) — Police
in New York City are searching
for two men who broke into an
unlocked apartment and made
off with a pet bunny.
In addition to the caged rabbit, police say the men took a
bracelet and a passport from

the Bronx residence.
A surveillance photo shows
the men walking down the
sidewalk. One is carrying the
cage.
Anyone with information is
asked to contact NYPD Crime
Stoppers. III

ing or evading police in the first
degree and wanton endangerment of a police officer in the
first degree.
Meanwhile,as deputies continued seeking the ATV that had
evaded them Saturday night,
Lovett said another incident involving another ATV occurred
at 2:30 a.m. Sunday.
She said Anderson and Sgt.
Jason Lane were tracking a trail
on foot when they found another ATV and also attempted to
stop it. As was the case a few
hours earlier, the subject operating this ATV also attempted to
run over the officers, she said.
This time,though,other dep-

uties in the area were notified
along Kentucky 402 (Aurora
Highway) that the ATV was
coming toward them and to
intercept them. Deputies Chris
Greenfield and Luke Rudd attempted to make the stop as it
entered Aurora Highway, but
were unable to do so. Greenfield, though, was able to use
his Taser and brought the chase
to an end, Lovett said.
Justin Garland, 28, of Almo
was charged with wanton endangerment of a police officer
in the first degree, operating a
motor vehicle while under the
influence of alcohol or drugs
and criminal mischief in the
third degree.•
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From front

Pay equity law signed in Massachusetts
By STEVE LeBLANC
Associated Press
BOSTON (AP) — Republican Gov. Charlie Baker signed
into law Monday a bill requiring
men and women be paid equally
for comparable work in Massachusetts — including what supporters say is a first-in-the nation
provision barring employers from
asking prospective workers to
provide a salary history.
Baker signed the bill during a
Statehouse ceremony.
Women are currently paid on
average about 82 percent of what
their male counterparts make for
comparable work in Massachusetts. For black and Hispanic
women,the pay gap is even wider.
Moments before signing the
bill,Baker said the legislation will
help ensure that in Massachusetts
"people are paid what they are
worth based only on what they are
worth and not on something else."
The bill attempts to define
what constitutes comparable
work in part by outlining legitimate reasons for differences in
pay — including seniority, geographic location,experience,education, training,or a system based
on sales.
In particular, supporters hailed
the provision in the law preventing employers from asking prospective workers to tell them hoyi
much they were getting paid at
prior jobs.
Supporters say that since
women have historically been
paid less than men, the practice
of asking for a salary history can
help perpetuate a cycle of lower
salaries for women.
The bill wouldn't bar prospective employees from voluntarily
offering information about their
salary, however.

GARDEN CENTER • NURSERY • FLORIST
2397 State Route 94E • Murray,KY • 270-753-4050
(from Murray take 94E, 1-1/2 miles on right)

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE!!!

50% OFF
Herbs:• Annuals• Mixed Pots•Baskets
Tropicals• Vegetable Plants
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a wall. As McGuire attempted to
arrest the suspect and take him to
his patrol vehicle, the subject resisted and, in McGuire's words,
"head-butted" the officer in the
chest.
Lovett said the subject was
then taken to the ground and
subdued before being taken to
Marshall County Hospital in
Benton for treatment of injuries
sustained in the struggle before
being taken to the Herman Ford
Detention Center.
Paul Deueding,50, of Hardin
was charged with assault of a police officer in the third degree,
assault in the fourth degree and
resisting arrest.•
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Give us a call to see what we have growing this week!
Open Monday-Saturday 9am-3pm
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Associated Press photo
Supporters watch as Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker signs a bill into law at the Statehouse
Monday in Boston. Baker signed into law a bill requiring men and women be paid equally for
comparable work in Massachusetts.
The law also lets employees
discuss their salaries with other
workers without facing retribution from their employer — a
measure that could help workers
discover pay inequities between
men and women.
The Massachusetts House and
Senate unanimously approved the
legislation during a rare Saturday
session last month sandwiched
between the Republican and
Democratic national conventions.
Democratic Sen. Karen Spilka
of Ashland said Massachusetts
has come a long way since it became the first state in the nation to
approve a pay equity bill in 1945.
Spilka said the new law makes

it clear that women working to
support their families deserve fair
pay and nothing less.
The bill's sponsor, Democratic Sen. Pat Jehlen of Somerville,
also hailed the passage of the legislation.
"Today in Massachusetts, we
can say that equal pay for equal
work is not just a slogan. It's the
law," she said.
But Jehlen also said that the
work to ensure women are being
paid fairly is not done.
Jehlen said that women working in jobs that have been traditionally filled by women — such
as home care providers — are still
not being paid enough to help

support themselves and their families.
The new law also creates a
three-year defense from liability
to help encourage companies to
correct compensation disparities
between women and men internally before going to court.
During those three years, employers must complete a self-evaluation of their pay practices and
demonstrate reasonable progress
in eliminating pay disparities.
Employers would also be
barred from reducing salaries to
comply with the law.
The new law takes effect July
1,2018. III

29 Tenn. communities get
tourism development grants
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
State officials say 29 cities and
counties will receive more than
$999,000 in grants to help communities improve their tourism
infrastructure.
Officials say the grants will
help counties and cities in Tennessee increase the economic impact of tourism. The grants range
from about $5,000 to $50,000.
Department of Tourist Development Commissioner Kevin
Triplett says tourism is an important part of every community, "but in some cases we were

finding a lack of infrastructure
to fully take advantage of some
tourism opportunities."
The counties receiving grants
are Anderson, Carroll, Decatur, Fentress, Greene, Hamblen,
Hamilton, Johnson, Lauderdale,
Meigs, Monroe, Robertson,
Scott,Smith, Unicoi and Wayne.
The cities and towns that
are getting grants are: Bolivar,
Brownsville,Cleveland,Etowah,
Gainesboro, Henderson, Lafayette, Livingston, Manchester,
McMinnville, Lynchburg, Tiptonville and Winchester.•
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Dr. Nicholas
Cave and Karst Stu
convinced the board to build a dam inside the cave with the
aim of providing float tours of the interior," the site said.
"His idea was to generate funding for the conservation effort.
"In 2001,the threat ofcommercial development on land dilzectly adjacent to the cave and valley compelled the Friends
organization to pursue protection of that land as well. Drawing on support from the city commission and the Greenways
Commission of Bowling Green and Warren County,an additional 42 acres was purchased. Since then, acquisition of additional parcels has expanded the park to 70 acres that offers
trails, wetlands, meadows and a restored prairie."
These days, the income from the boat tour, gift shop and
event rentals help continue the mission of preserving Lost
River Cave for future generations to enjoy. Visitors can
choose to purchase a park membership, make donation or
volunteer service hours to contribute to the Friends' mission.
The boat tour of the cave takes about 45 minutes to an hour
and starts off with a stroll in the valley as tour guides share
information of the cave's history spanning back to the Civil
War. Once arriving at the entrance, tourists are treated to the
only underground boat tour offered in the state of Kentucky.
Adults 12 years and older pay $16.95 for the experience,
ages 4 through 11 are charged $11.95 and children under 3
$495.
However,as of Aug 1, the cave boat tours have been suspended due to high water conditions in the cave following a
particularly wet July.
Another tour featured is the discovery cave crawl,in which
trained guides take visitors through a more in depth tour of
the cave,following in the footsteps of Civil War soldiers of
the past. This tour is for ages 6 and over, at $38 a piece. The
experience takes roughly two hours, with discounts available
for scout, birthday or group reservations.
After Labor Day,'patrons can also participate in a kayak
tour of the cave, offering a flat-water kayaking experience
suitable for newcomers and veteran kayakers alike. This tour
comes with the same age restrictions and pricing as the discovery cave crawl.
Other activities offered at Lost River Cave include a junior naturalist program,nature trails, a nature explore outdoor
classroom, natural spring, junior tour guide program, geocaching,bird bingo, a butterfly habitat, treasure mining and

a mow tooling post,
The Co* Nite Club can also be found a Lost River

Ready
tan

ou
abowa) C vnt1

Lost River Cave, located a little over two hours away in Bowling Green, is a seven-mile-long
system which has a long and storied history. The cave features tours which can be takcave
Cave. The -thtb can be procured through rental for events
by boat during the summer months, as shown in the top photograph. In the center photo, a
en
gich a wedtrings,corporate retreats or birthday parties.
historic night club is shown which can be rented out for all manner of events, ranging from wedPahtisia Mato purchase a flash drive from the gift shop dings to corporate retreats to birthday parties. The entrance to the cave, the largest cave enat Lost River CaVe which contains 92 photos of the cave, trance in the eastern United States, is shown at bottom. The cave also features a discovery cave
night club,wildlife, trails and more. Each drive also contains
crawl for ages 6 and up. In this tour, visitors are taken on a more hands-on experience, with seaa video about the part and trivia.
soned tour guides leading people through a series of twists and turns within the cave which also
Lost River Cave is located at 2818 Nashville Road in sharing information on proper techniques for future spelunkers. Lost River also features trails, a
'•,visit www.lostriverJunior naturalist program, a kayaking tour of the cave and many other odds and ends.
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Line dance class offered
A line dance class will be held every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at the American Legion Hall. A
couples class will be at 6:30 pin. Class fee is $5
for line dance,$10 for couples or $10 for both.
For more information, call Donna at 731-4450080 or show up for the classes.

CCRTA meeting planned
Martha
The Calloway County Retired Teachers AssoFinney Andrus,
ciation will meet at 11:30 a.m. Monday,Aug. 8,
Community editor at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. Justice Bill
Cunningham will be the guest speaker. A catered
meal will be served at a cost of $10. Local dues
will be collected. All members of KRTA are encouraged to attend.
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Concert Tuesday at Rotary Amphitheater
At 7 p.m., Tuesday, Aug. 2, the cast of The Badgett Playhouse
will present "The Sounds of Memphis" at the Rotary Club of Murray's Amphitheater in the Murray-Calloway County Park during the
Photo provided
Keller Williams Summer Concert Series. General admission is $8
the
truck
watermelon
to
trip
field
a
took
recently
Club
Woman's
Department of the Murray
for advance tickets and $10 at the door. Reserved seats are avail- MWC GARDEN DEPT.: The Garden
the
and
fields
operations
watermelon
the
of
tour
a
conducted
Paschall
by
family.
Mark Paschall and
able for $12.50 by calling the Badgett Playhouse at 1-888-362-4223. farm owned and operated
in refrigerated rooms until they are loaded on trucks
The Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare is teaming with area where the melons are sorted, washed, labeled, boxed and stored
Martha Grafton, Dee Morgan, Mark Paschall, Carol
Uzzle,
Shirley
are
left
from
the
Pictured
U.S.
across
markets
for
bound
the Badgett Playhouse, Keller Williams and Gallimore Electric to
present the 2016 concert series. All guests are encouraged to bring a Wimberly, Brenda Jones and Barbara Brittain.
lawn chair,and concessions are available on site. Guests purchasing
a reserved seat will be provided a chair. Coolers will not be permitted. All funds raised will be used to purchase a 3-D mammography
machine for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital as a part of the
Because She Matters campaign.
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Alzheimer's Caregivers group will meet
The Alzheimer's Caregivers' Support Group will meet at 10 an.
Thursday, Aug. 4, at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center's Kelleher Room.The film "Alive Inside" will be shown. For
more information, contact Gerry Mellon at 270-436-2328.

Tuesday Farmers Market to be held
The Tuesday Farmers Market will be at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital parking lot on the corner of Eighth and Poplar
streets from 2:30-6:30 p.m. The same vendors from the Saturday
market will be at this location with seasonal produce available.

Dexter/Almo Water Board to meet
The Board of the Dexter/Almo Heights Water District will hold
its monthly meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday, Aug.4, at the office at 351
Ahno Road,Almo.

Senior bowling league available
A bowling league for senior citizens meets every Wednesday at 1
p.m. at Corvette Lanes. The cost is $10 for three games and is open
to all senior citizens. For more information, contact Don or Betty
Knieriem at 270-293-7364.

Legion officers offering help
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American Legion Post No.73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4 p.m. to
assist veterans and their families who need to file VA claims at 310
Bee Creek Drive. No appointment is necessary and all are served on
a first-come basis. For more information, call Kennedy at 270-7523333.

Photo provided
FUMC VBS: Children recently attending Vacation Bible School at the First United Methodist Church of Murray chose to help
the Murray community by raising money for the local Habitat for Humanity. Pictured are some of the children helping Colin
Moore, right, acting director of the Vacation Bible School, present a check for $719.07 to Jerry Gupton of the Murray-Calloway
County Habitat for Humanity.
Please support the...

Memorial potluck dinner planned
There will be a potluck memorial dinner for Wally Miller at 5:30
p.m.,Thursday,Aug.4 at the WoodmenLife Building on C.C. Lowry
Drive. Please bring a dish.

Every Donation Brings Hope
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HWY.641 N. • MURRAY 01
(270) 753-1725
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50% OFF
Summer Giftware

75% OFF
Annuals & Tropicals
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"SATURDAY AUGUST 6, 2016 • 5:00 P.M.:
KENNETH SHADOWEN
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
MARSHALL COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
4 Time
Grammy Award
tib. Nominated &
Time Dove Award
Winners!

2.000 lbs of itelcold

A

ltorteety Ezpstesta

Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Closed Sunday

Fern Terrace...
Your
Personal Care
Home!

CFSI3 Watermelon Bust
is free arid\
open to the
entire community!

IHIMIFtEN PECK
Si NEW RIVER
1-888-226-5669
www.yourlifeyourbank.com

Karen Glow; Administrator
Tamara Elkins, Asst. Administrator

of Murray

LLC

1505 Stadium View Dr.• Murray, Ky
www.femterrace.com • 270-759-1883

Benton • Calvert City
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Lonnie Kimbro
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Lonnie Kimbro,78,of Murray,Kentucky,died Saturday. July
30,
2016 at the Ray and Kay Eckstein Hospice Care Center in
Paducah,
Kentucky.
He was born July 4, 1938 in Calloway County, Kentucky, to
James Edison Kimbro and Vida Mae Hudson Kimbro.
He retired from Morning Star Foods and was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his wife,
Wanda Sue Kimbro, who died in 2009; one brother, Gary Kimbro
and one brother-in-law, Steve Gordon.
Mr. Kimbro is survived by one son, Roger Kimbro of Hazel;
two grandchildren, Jeremy Kimbro and wife Casey and Amber Hall
and husband Ethan of Murray; seven great-grandchildren; two sisters-in-law,Joyce Brandon Gordon of Murray and Patsy Kimbro of
Georgia and several cousins.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Aug. 3, 2016 at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with John Denham officiating.
Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Visitation will
be from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday,Aug. 2,2016 at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

f_it.:711J

Patrick T. Lea

Patrick T. Lea, 74, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Saturday, July 30, 2016 at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
He was born May 30, 1942 in Chicago, Illinois
to Robert Taylor Lea and Rita Veronica Gaynor
Lea.
He retired as a car parts foreman for Jemburg
and was a member of Goshen United Methodist
Church and served as a director for Glory Bound.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by one brother, Michael Lea.
Lea
Mr. Lea is survived by his wife,Patricia McDonald Lea of Murray, whom he married Dec. 30, 2004 in Murray; one
stepdaughter, Tina Dzienisiewicz of Chicago; one stepson, William
Dzienisiewicz of Kankakee, Illinois; three sisters, Bridgett Kurich.
of Chicago, Mary Craig and husband Lenny and Rita McDonald
and husband Michael,all of Murray and three grandchildren,Jamal
Lane, Selena Lane and Brittany Lane, all of Chicago.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m. Tuesday. Aug. 2, 2016 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with David Allbritten officiating. Burial will follow in Goshen United Methodist Church Cemetery. Visitation will be from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.Tuesday, Aug. 2,2016 at the funeral
home.
William E.'Bill' Page
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralWilliam E."Bill" Page,79, of Murray, Kentucky, died Monday, home.com
Aug. 1.2016 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H.Churchill Funeral Home.

Randy Lynn Walker
Randy Lynn Walker, 57, of Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday.
July 30, 2016 at his home. Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.

III Hazel city council...
and you only have 36-nch pipes
with two holes, so any tree or
take the path of least resistance debris coming down is going to
and tries to find the easiest way block it up," Homa.said. "The
to go. On one side of the road, main thoroughfares need to
it is Tennessee, and on the other be cleaned first - that's just a
side of the road, it is Kentucky." given. I hate to say it, but beVasseur said the people on cause you have that main sewthe Tennessee side have done er pipe going across there, you
some things to attempt to keep need to take those (pipes) out
their property from being affect- and put bridges in so anything
ed by these heavy rains. The un- that comes down there doesn't
intended consequence happens clogged up,it goes underneath."
These bridges would be simwhen the water finds its way to
the Kentucky side. Water is cur- ple archways that would replace
rently flowing down and splash- the current 36-inch pipes and aling up against certain ditches low any potential debris to pass
and embankments, causing the underneath or over. This would
water to attempt to force its way also make it easier to clean
out any potential obstructions
through underneath roadways.
"John is giving us the right which may occur.
"I promise you, with all that
idea, we dan't wantAtp spend
money if -Iiie4e not going to do is happening, there is money
this right," Vasseur said. "We available for soil erosion and
want to make sure we are do- soil control and drainage."
ing something that works and Homa said. "There is money
doesn't just pass the problem out there, you just have to find
on down the road. Hopefully it."
In reference to money that
there will be options out there
for us because we are talking is available for such projects,
about big money, which will Calloway County Magistrate
probably have to be grant mon- Don Cherry said that it is out
ey, because Hazel only brings in there, but is going fast, so if the
council wants to act on this, the
about $70,000 a year."
In searching for grants and sooner the better.
"It is drying up pretty
funding, Homa said that the
money is out there; it just has quick," Cherry said of funding
to be found. One option men- opportunities. "There is some
tioned by Vasseur included emergency road fund money
hazard mitigation funds and for (these last series of storms
potential funding from FEMA which washed a lot of roads
to offset damages caused in the out), and I was just wanting to
wake of the weather Kentucky tag on what John was talking
has experienced the last few about with not jumping into
weeks. Vasseur said, however, this right away. We are experithat it might be hard to prove encing worse washouts, bridges
the condition of State Street had closing and roads closing than
developed in the recent weeks we have had in years. We have
got culverts that have totally
rather than years.
The quality of the ditches washed out, and we will go out
in the city and their ability to and repair them,and by the next
channel water was a big cause big rain, we are out there repairof the problem, according to ing it again. It's the worst it has
Homa,and one that would need ever been."
Homa is going to head back
to be addressed before the city
could expect to see any real re- out with Paschall in the coming
days to do what he can to offer
lief from the flooding issues.
"You have main sewer lines temporary fixes until the issues
going right across your ditches can be properly addressed.

From front

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Patrick T.Lea,74
Funeral service will be at 2 p.m.Tuesday,Aug. 2,2016 at th
funeral home. Burial will follow in Goshen United Methodist-4.
Church Cemetery.

III PARIS...
From front
of Paris. He was taken to the
sheriff's office for processing.
The BMW, believed stolen from a Murray residence
late Wednesday night or early Thursday morning, was
towed to the sheriff's office.
Its owner was then contacted
and eventually retrieved the
vehicle.
Rulford is charged with

simple possession of both
Schedule 4 and Schedule :.15
controlled substances, then
over $1,000, theft undar
$500,evading arrest and btu-glary. He is incarcerated in
the Henry County Jail on a
$100000 bond.
The juvenile is charged
with theft over $1,000, theft
under $500 and evading arrest. He was taken to the Dyersburg Juvenile Detention
Center in Dyersburg.M

Herndon has been a stabilizing force at MSU for 30 years
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com
Some people will not believe
the following statement. However,
according to the source, it is true.
Orville Herndon does not live
inside Wilson Hall on the Murray
State University campus.
It just seems that way for a man
who has helped keep things calm
in the MSU Department of Journalism and Mass Communications
for nearly 30 years as its publication systems manager.
"I do actually go home," Hemdon said recently, just a few days
shy of his 51st birthday. "Back
in the early days of doing this,
though, it wasn't uncommon for
me to stay overnight or go home at
2 or 3 o'clock in the morning and
be right back on the job at 8.Technology has allowed that to change
for the better.
"Most nights now, the latest
I'm here is probably midnight, so
it has gotten better."
Along with his duties with
JMC, where his main job is maintaining the department's computer system, he is also MSU's longest-serving member of its Staff
Congress with 21 years under his
belt.
During his tenure, he has kept
the systems running for such products as The Murray State News,
The Shield yearbook, MSU TV-11
and numerous productions involving MSU theater productions.
However, it may surprise many
to know that Herndon's original
field of expertise had nothing to do
with computers.
"I came to Murray State actually to pursue my MBA in accounting," said the Cadiz native,
adding that he was able to secure
that degree after six years of study
and took that into private business.
"I became the accountant for The
Farm Store Inc. back home. In
fact, MSU had a contract vrith us
in those days so, really, I was on
contract with Murray State from
the fall of 1988 through 1998.
"Oddly enough, when I took

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Murray State University Publications Systems Manager Orville
Herndon has helped calm prevail inside the The Murray State
News office inside Wilson Hall for nearly 30 years.
that job. I didn't realize how big entities on the side."Some of those
the farm implement market was. places were several hours away.
Our company didn't just deal with Some others were several days
customers in Kentucky, either. On away from here, so I looked more
some days, you could actually just and more for ways to walk people
set your clock to when people re- through these on the phone. That
ceived large mail-outs from us. was a lot easier on me."
The calls would start early in the
Herndon said he has enjoyed
morning from our customers on helping his clients for his consultthe East Coast, then by 4:30 or 5, ing firm, but said he finds more
here would come our last calls of fulfillment giving a helping hand
the day from Hawaii."
for the MSU students. No time is
It was during that time,though, this exhibited more than on deadthat computers started becom- line nights for The News, where
ing quite important when it came many a budding journalist has
to record keeping. Herndon said avoided a mental meltdown thanks
spread sheets became a basic ne- to the calming presence of the
cessity for the company. He also MSU alum.
began writing software for some"I was them once," he said,
thing called pig curtains, which he noting that while he pursued his
said was a device that enabled the MBA, he also spent some time as
animals to have privacy in their a writer for The News in his undersurroundings.
grad days. Eventually, he joined
.Slowly but surely, though, the the advertising side of that publipull back to his alma mater was cation. Today, he spends time givgrowing stronger, and in 1991, it ing pointers to News advertisers
could be resisted no longer, and as well. "I always think about (his
accounting would have very little freshman year in 1982, when he
would write stories with typewritto do with it.
"By then, most places like ers) when I would need someone
The News were using something to answer my questions. I definitecalled a VDT (video display ter- ly try to do that as much as I can.
"Yes, it's easier sometimes
minal), then we were beginning
to go into Macs," Herndon said, to say, 'Well, it's your own fault,
explaining that while he was per- you deal with it!' Nothing's going
forming duties at MSU, he would to get done that way, though. I'm
also serve as a consultant for other always happy,though, when some-
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one I have helped is able to not just
learn what I told them but is now
able to do it just about every time
on their own.
"That's kind of like the consulting job," he said. "I'd be driving
two or three hours to go somewhere and would be getting paid
from the moment I pulled out of
my driveway. However, I'll know
I was successful if they got it the •
first time I showed them something and they're able to say, 'I no
longer need you.'
"I guess you could say that I
was trying to work myself out of a
job from the moment I started it."
However, those he has helped
over the years do appreciate Hemdon's services. He hears this every
time an MSU alum sees him at a
reunion or at homecoming or graduation and thanks him for his assistance with navigating the rocky
rapids of college life.
"You know, I think a lot of
people who come from the private
business world would go crazy in
a college environment," he said.
"It's just so different and you're
involved with people who have
so many things happening in their
own worlds.
"Then, with keeping up with
people who have been through this
program, you're so proud of what
they have become. Some are now
politicians, who are leaders in their'
communities. Some are lawyers.
Then, there are others that you
are really surprised with how they
have wound up, and you think,
'Maybe I had a hand in where they
are now." IN
MI IOLA
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3600 SQ. FT.
WAREHOUSE STORAGE
FOR RENT $750/MONTH

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray,Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

LEDG.
NIM ER&

LOST Key;
Tuesday 7-26-16
key nng with several
keys including hot pink
key.

is currently seeking a

MECHANIC
IMMEDIATE OPENING

Apply in person at:

RN / LPN
Must be a
state-licensed nurse.
PHYSICAL
THERAPIST
Must be a licensed and
qualified physical
therapist.
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPIST
Must be a licensed and
qualified occupational
therapist.

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST
ASSISTANT
Must be a licensed and
qualified physical
therapist assistant.
ACTIVITY
ASSISTANT
Expenence
coordinating
senior
activities preferred.

Help Wonted

MURRAY RENTAL & SALES

Full-time
positions
available. Sign-on
bonus included!

200 E. Main Street
Murray, KY
rnumiy
rit r,/ 1 1 4%.
CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
Nv/ experience preferred. 270-753-2077.
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to jobrierwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!
220
Musical
FOR SALE
WURLITZER PIANO
Good
Condition
$300.00 Call
270-293-3634

Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543
270-442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia_lvyOlcca.corn
LifeCareCareers.com
An Equal Opportunity'
Cash paid for good,
Employer 76984
used guns

SCOTT Pest Control is
applicaaccepting
for
tions/resumes
Termite/Pest
Technician Must be at
least 21 years old,
have a valid drivers
license, be able to pass
drug test and criminal
background
check.
Must have dependable
transportation to work.
May pick up and drop
off applications at 4066
Murray Hwy. Hardin,
Ky No phone calls
please.
LEE'S Body Shop in
Mayfield is hiring a fullBody
time
Auto
Painter/.pair person.
Hourty wage by
Experience.
Call 270-251-3000 for
Interview.

ARE Fiberglass bed
cover, for late model F150. 270-753-5693 or
270-226-3693.

160
Home Furnishings

We offer great pay and
benefits in a
team-oriented
environment.

TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
$10-$12/hr.
Drivers License
required.
Call between the hours
of Barn - 10am. 270978-7157

Articles
For UM

TABLE Saws.
10 inch Craftsman
$75.00.
8 inch
Craftsman
$50.00.
Murray Bait Company
270-753-5693.

FLOOR TECH
Floor care and/or
custodial experience
preferred

Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
$400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898

IX2
CONSISTENCY
AN.
ONLY $100.00
PI MONTI.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVINTISINS
FOE DETAILS
(270) 75341115.

I
I.

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342
280
Robb Homes For Run

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556

Thank yuti

Specialties
4yEyecare
*Eyeglasses
*Contacts
*Eye Disease
'.Ks*,Adams

308 S. 12th
Murray
270-759-2500

murrayeyecare com

PRE-PLANNING

270.

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
Matthew lima
iesc. Pre-Ananaertient
Specialist & Funeral Director

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

..11Eket.

YOUR AD HERE!
•M=111

.1=1•••

Itestleito
ISOM SA

)1

apenments For Rent

E
Coir Prnarical Prop. For Rent

Storage Rentals

For Rent 2BR, 2BA
Apt, Located Bambie
Ct. North. No Pets No
Smoking.
270-8415653
Large 1BR Apt. Close
to campus. NO pets.
$310 plus deposit
270-556-7928
CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St
Murray. KY

vit d

4'.

ts
Slz
4/7 Surveillance•
812 Whttnell Avenue•Murray

270-753-3853
KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
---- 1850 State Route 121South •---Murray, KY 42071
. 270.753.5562
UNIT SIZE

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

380
Pete fr Supplies
DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858
Public UN
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in

MOO
com

*Drive
•Pa
•Starr
•Gart
-Dirt
•Lic. S
Jeff h

931-281

Hill Apr
Rer

Serv
West Ks
Jason
(270) 22
Service
major
Licensed

FUTR
TREE S
•Trim
•Rern
•Stump(
•Firev
•InsL

(270)48
rimmum.
RI
Lawn
Fr, Er
You gr
We will

270-29
',IC.

a

Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property

Professionals
270-293-7872

tit'
Th
vyrox
'n'
atin
ir
S
p aut:nr.

411 S. 6th St. Small 2story, with walk-out
basement. 2-bedroom
(1 on main floor, & 1
upstairs
w/sittingroom) 1 bath - living
room - dining room kitchen w/refrigerator
& elec. range - washer
& dryer - central
Heat/Air. No pets; No
smoking $750 a month
or
713-292-4643
pmcwherterOatt.net

Call o
Ti
214-76

270•293•7144'

Norms For Ssie

270-753-8556
1505 Dulguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1633,0263

3BR, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

4.000
8.000
or 12.000
Sq. Ft. Available ;

Located at Key Auto Parts

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

"BIG o
Ted Hogs

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required.
270-753
4109.
48drm, 3ba, $1060
1802 A Valley Dr.
270-753-8242
270-752-0313
No Utilities included.
2BR 1BA Duplex,
CHVAC, all appliances, Large Deck in
back, quiet safe
neighborhood.
$550/mo, 1 month
security, NO pets.
(270)519-4831.
No Smoking.

BUSH If

AMINE.

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

2BR Duplexes

H&H Guns

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 Nit MCCLURE OVJLER

320

060

060
HIM Werrlecl

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANIN(i OF MURRAY

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-?59-9694

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein •
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.

HEALTHCARE
OPPORTUNMES
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

If found please return
to Murray Calloway
County Senior Center
or call 616-308-0298.
Reward Offered

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error.

060
Inip Wanted

Locally

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

L._

270-293-9690

CERTIFIED NURSING
AIDE
Must be a
state-certified nursing
aide.

1X2 AD

State

Robert Pilgrim, Mailing address
104 North 15th Street, Murray, KY 42071 Hereby
declares intention(s) to apply for•NQ-2-retail
drink hcenae,(s) no later than August 4th 2016,
The Business to be licensed will be located at
104 North 15th Street, Murray, KY 42071. Doing
business as Gigabites Cafe and Deli The (owner(s);
Principal Officers and Directors, Limited Partners;
or Members)are as followsi Member, Robert
Pilgrim of 1216 Wilkins Road, Benton KY 42025,
Member, Any person, association, corporation,
or body politic may protest the granting of the
licenselsi by writing the Dept. of Alcoholic
Beverage Control, 1003 Twilight Trail,
Frankfort, KY. 40804-8400, within 30 days(KM
243.430) of the date of this legal publication.

CALL

"PRE

020

010

rid Pe

Murray L

For all your storage convenience
Murray Ledger & runes Fair
limning Act Notice
All reel estate advertised herein
subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
Light Electn,0,and 24/7 Surveillance
illegal to advertise any
ence, imitation or discrumna'Garland Rental Boat & Mini-Storage - Hwy.94E
lion based on race color, religiot sex. handicaf, familial staClimate Control
tus or national origin, or intention 10 rftelkt any such preferLET 6.1,SI AND
(ARE Of 10).11; 5Tel-74.:4
ences, limitations or discrimina1900A N. 12th St. P.O. 8ox 65 Murray, FY42071
tion
Office 270 753-2905 fax - 270-753 9505
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
• qinlandrentals qm,A.coni of
Teal estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
J&L RENTALS
We will knowingly accept any
MINI-STORAGE
advertising for real estate vrhich
is not to violation of the law. All
720 S. 4TH ST.
persons are hereby informed
RGL Storage, LLC
that
al dwelling, advertised are
Corner
of
&
121
S
Glendale
640 S. 4th St. &
available on an equal opportuSunbury Circle
nth basis.
10x10's &10x15's
Multiple sizes,
For further assistance with Fair
(270) 293-6907
Housing Advertising requireN=e
uv
glantcrt,
ments, contact NAA Counsel
Rene
P MiLaet 2111 S48-1000.
we*"Medial.

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
'Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
•MBC Storage- 1900 N. 12th

z70-703-1857

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
1 1 9 E. MAIN ST.
(270)753-6266
HOURSMON-FRI
I 00-400
SATURDAY
1.00-12.00

Wedc
eqnnive
Engage
eak

••••"-Sem wimo
0011.1•71111ill,

Used Cars
2011 Mustang GT pre
mium, manual trans
Black 60,600 miles
$17,500 call 731-336
9293

Cc
IVtur
Ledg
Tim
Let 145.

Haase For Rent

Moms For Rent

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

Celek

111111111C111111.1""'"
(:C.
..• •

I

•

• t

270-75

F04 MEADOWS ARID CO ,• r
P
•
Moetiir Homr C0,
New Climate
Controlled
'3toraqe Units
Available,

r & Times

able for
late Lease
estnut St.
ray. KY

.000
.000
2.000
Available

clience.
riere com
2858

-1
PRESSURE WASHIN
-CONCRETE -SIDING -DECKS
Locally Owned & Operated Murray, KY
Brandon Wells
270-293-1279

Say'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'

Hill Electric

to someone special!

Since 1986
Residential &
Conunercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small
www killelcctnc corn

GAIIITOre

Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
lodusIfId/Corweld/DesIliall
lams C.Sanwers
WWWIECIALIKEAY.COM

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or cornmencial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Expenence at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa
270-970-8762

CLEAN CUT

270-293-3108
Ask for Jesse

sis

LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAP REMOVAL

270-227-3513
Ask for Mike

(«)hil (Id Wit

Mu)1i))

*Handyman Services
*Yard Work
*Pressure Washing
*Gutter Cleaning
weekly & specsal pickups
ocauy owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

Gary 270-227-0420
HIU. SEP'TIC
RAPIN&
EXCAVATION
TRUCICCNG

.
1.4W4I CARE
.RIS/496417/4e
.0044,114647C/A1
AIS

YEARRY'S Tree and Lawn Service.Licensed and
insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

Over 28 Years
Expenence

Al Yoe Septic Noels
Dinallaiem
& Neer
Dirt, Grant
wiiss lioca
Sand &
(27))2934686

PRISTINE Roofing
Company
(Murray,
KY). Roof repairs to
new roofs. Shingles,
metal, and rubber
roofs. We fix leaks
guaranteed!
Free
Estimates.
270-254-0490.

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
elLStegissiiiiacLAshal

concrete
•Driveways
•Patios
*Stamping
*Garages
•Dirl Work
•Lic. & Ins.

J•ff moors
931-289-911133

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

Jason Hill
(21)) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding

*Salo

Auction
rvice
is Auction
on, KY
05-4859

s For Si.

Free Estimates
You grow it.

Vie will mow it!
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ACUITY
AGING
AMBULATORY
ANATOMY
ANTERIOR
ASTIGMATISM

BLURRED
BRAIN
CATARACT
CONGENITAL
CONTRAST
CORTEX

DILATION
DOCTOR
EXAMINATION
INCISION
IRIS
LASER

MICROSCOPE
RETINAL
SENSATION
TONOMETRY
TRAUMA
VISION

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzJe based on a 9x9 ghd with
several given numbers. The object is to place the nurnbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3)0 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the C,onceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.

18
4 3
25
5 2
96
87
6 4
79
3 1

6
9
7
1
4
3
5
2
8

4
1
9
6
8
5
7
3
2

5 2
6 7
38
79
1 3
24
8 1
46
95

39
25
6 1
84
72
1 6
93
58
47

7
8
4
3
5
9
2
1
6

Wrinkly fruit
Somewhat
Outlaw
Outback bird
Ignited
Singer McGraw
Count start
Homer's neighbor

Muse of astronomy
Aspirin target
It's pushed in a crisis
Like many dorm rooms
Phobia
Amorous archer
Jack's friend
Bring together
Boxing great
Track trip
"You there!"
Boards, as a train
Hand over
1920s art style
Golf goals
Dizzying designs
Navel
In the thick of
Queued up
Squirrel's cache
Was abundant

Historic time
Football's Marino
Zoo resident
More polite
Bar bills
Nymph chasers
Halloween mo.
Letter after pi
Finger count
Deplete
Did clerical work
Select group
Different
Garden starters
Drinking spree
Fellow
Deli bread
Eccentric
Bawls out
Some livestock

SPORT
ADEPT
PAPER
TUTOR
ABATE
I NUSE
STY
HEIR
ACROST IC
STUMPS
TOOL
SPOIL
MOLDS
HOLE
STEEPS
REASONED
AWOL
AFT
UDDER
CREAK
NERVE
HASTE
DREAD
ENTER
1

2

3

5

4

7

6

8

9

10

12

11
13
15
18

18 •19

17

20
23

21
1111
24
27
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26
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37
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2X1 AD
BOGO 1/2 OFF
CALL NICK 270-753-1918
(ad size)
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Woman must pick fight time to Medication for ADHD has been
and safe
shown to be effectiveThey
reveal she can't have kids
reduce problems
work.
K: My often

Laski.lack
Tea years ago
Deputy Jailer Tom Marshall is
shown using the Livescan computer system to take fingerprints of a
yelunteer inmate at the Calloway
County Jail. The responsibility of
taking and providing fingerprints
to a Kentucky State Police database
has switched under a new state law
Irian law enforcement to county
Alters.
'Wyatt Walker recently toured
the State Capitol in Frankfort as a
guest of State Rep. Addia Wuchner.
R-Burlington. Walker, 7, will be a
second grader at Murray Elementary School and is the son of Eric and
Jennifer Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. McDaniel
of Murray will celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary on Aug. 3.
Rev. and Mrs. Fil Boston of Murrai, will celebrate their 50th wedcling anniversary on Aug. 12.
Murray High School football
FOach Lee Edwards is shown taking a heat index reading with a
hand-held device. The heat index
at, 4 p.m. yesterday was over 140
degrees, forcing the Tigers to stay
iticloors until late in the evening.
Twenty years ago
,The Garden Department of the
lOurray Woman's Club has selected
fhe yards of the month for July. The
Aident yard of the month is the
home of Tommy and Billie Carroll
at'911 Sycamore. Selected as business yard of the month is the Shell
Gas Station on South Fourth St.
With Doug Stalls as manager.
.4-louston Nutt's Murray State Racsrs have been picked to win the
ghio Valley Conference.
Murray. High assistant football
coaches Andy Corbin and Wayne
rackson are shown instructing playeit on proper techniques for the
Mocking sled.
,Pictured are the Calloway County
girls basketball team as they work
to improve on last years record
through a program of strength condition at the Murray YMCA. Pictured is Jayme Gibson,Tiffany Laster and Jana Herndon as they work
Withweights at the center.
The Murray Rotary Club recently
Welcomed four new members which

includes Chris Whitaker, Kentall
Inman, Mark Edwards and Kevin
Adams
DEAR ABBY: I'm an attractive
Thirty years ago
30-year-old woman just out of a
Politics and food were highlights five-year relationship. I am starting
of the annual Fancy Farm Picnic. to date again, but I have a compliPictured is Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear cation -- I cannot have children. I
as he speaks to the crowd.
am wondering when the right time
Pictured is Jerry Henry of Mur- to bring this up with the men I meet
be.
would
ray who says the Murray-Calloway
After a few
County Hospital's CardiacRehab
dates seems
Center was one of the best things
soon;
too
Henry
sufthat happened to him.
however, the
fered a heart attack on Feb. 18 and
men usually
two days later he had five bypass arreveal their
desire for a
terial surgery at Nashville's Parkviw
family during
Hospital. A week later he was home
time.
this
and shortly began six weeks of three
What is the
times a week exercise sessions in
Dear Abby
rule of thumb
the local hospital's rehab center.
here? -- SINby
Eight weeks from the date of his
GLE IN SAN
Abigail
surgery, he was back to work as a
FRANCISsalesman for Purdom Motors.
Van Buren
CO
In a span of two days, Mike RucDEAR
cio, 13, of Murray, finished first in SINGLE: The rule of thumb is:
Honesty is the best policy. If somethe high jump at the national AAU
Junior Olympics in Pomona, Cal- one tells you he wants a family, it
would be dishonest not to tell him
ifornia and at the Bluegrass State
then that you won't be able to have
Games in Lexington.
children. However, if nothing is
Forty years ago
mentioned before, when you are
Murray's gigantic city-wide Side- becoming intimate and the subject
walk Sale will be Aug.6 and 7 ac- of birth control is raised would be
cording to officials with the Murray a logical time to speak up.
Chamber of Commerce.
DEAR ABBY: I live in a city.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Keller were
Many of my friends live in the subhonored at a surprise family reunion
in celebration of their 25th wedding urbs within commuting distance.
Several of them commute daily,
anniversary on July 31.
and there are many mass transit
Fifty years ago
options running throughout the
Kentucky Governor Edward T. night. On a few occasions we have
Breathitt spoke about the proposed planned an outing in the city and,
state constitution yesterday morning after the tickets are purchased,etc.,
at Murray State University.
one of them ("Carla") has casualPvt. Charles R. Holland,son of Mr. ly stated,"I may need to spend the
and Mrs. Porter Holland of Murray, night at your house since it'll be
compoleted a Little John and Hon- late when we get back."
Abby, Carla knows the schedule
est John missle crewman course at
of mass transit and knows what
Army Artillery and Missile Center,
we've planned. How do I respond
Fort Sill, Oklahoma
when she invites herself to spend
Sixty years ago
the night? I have the room, but it's
J. Ottis Patton of Murray has been still a hassle having someone stay
appointed state supervisor with overnight. -- CITY GIRL WITH
Kentucky Department of Agricul- COUNTRY FRIENDS
DEAR CITY GIRL: Assumture.

playing poker at a saloon in Deadwood,Dakota Territory, by Jack McCall, who was later hanged.
In 1909, the original Lincoln
"wheat" penny first went into circulation, replacing the "Indian Head"
cent.
In 1934, German President Paul
von Hindenburg died, paving the
way for Adolf Hitler's complete
takeover.
In 1939, Albert Einstein signed a
letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt urging creation of an atomic
weapons research program.

In 1943, during World War II,
U.S. Navy boat PT-109, commanded by Lt.(jg) John F. Kennedy,sank
after being rammed in the middle of
the night by the Japanese destroyer
Amagin off the Solomon Islands.
Two crew members were killed.
In 1974, former White House
counsel John W. Dean III was sentenced to one to four years in pnson
for obstruction of justice in the Watergate coverup.
In 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait,
seizing control of the oil-rich emirate.

BABY BLUES

BLONDIEO
HOW MUCH FOR
A LARGE TUS OF
POPCORN?

NINE
001-LA,R5

with attention, impulsivity and hyperactivity. This often improves a
family's quality of life at home and
leads to better overall behavior at
school.
Parents can also rest assured
that methylphenidate is unlikely
to cause serious, long-term problems. About one in four children
who take the drug may have minor and short-lived problems with
sleep and appetite. These issues
may improve as a child adjusts to
the medication. And knowing that
these issues might be a problem
can help parents anticipate possible
solutions. For example, if appetite
becomes a problem, you can give
your child a big breakfast before
taking the medication. Or work
with your child's doctor to lower
his or her dose if sleep is an issue.
In addition, parents should be
aware that medication isn't the
only treatment option. For example, cognitive behavioral therapy
(CBT)can also help children with
ADHD. Relaxation training and
social skills training are other treatment options.
Because I'm not a pediatrician,
I haven't seen kids with ADHD in
my practice. But I sure have seen
their parents. And one common
misconception that parents have
about ADHD -- and about other
"psychological" problems -- is that
they represent a character disorder.
They think the kids have a weakness, one they should be able to
overcome with willpower and discipline.
In my opinion, that's the wrong
way to think about it. I believe
that ADHD is caused by a chemical imbalance in the brain. While
CBT,telaxation training and social
skills training help kids function,
they probably don't change brain
chemistry.
The bottom line? Find a doctor
who understands and commonly
treats ADHD. When medication is
prescribed correctly by a knowledgeable physician, the positives
outweigh the negatives.

Hints From Heloise

Today hi History
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 2, the
215th day of 2016. There are 151
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
, On Aug. 2,1776, members of the
Continental Congress began attaching their signatures to the Declaration of Independence.
On this date:
In 1873, inventor Andrew S. Hallidie (HAW-lib-day) successfully
rested a cable car he had designed
for the city of San Francisco.
In 1876,frontiersman "Wild Bill"
Hickok was shot and killed while

DEAR DOCTOR
daughter has ADHD. I have heard
conflicting reports about ADHD
medication for kids. Please tell me,
is it safe and does it work?
READER: ADHD
DEAR
for
stands
"attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder." Chil411••••
with
dren
DEAR ABBY: I find that I get
ADHD have
haven't
I
asked far too often why
trouble paybought a house yet. I'm 42, single
ing attention
and have a master's degree, but
and are imlike lots of other people I had to go
pulsive and
into debt to get it.
Dr. Komaroff hyperactive.
I'm not complaining about that.
These sympby
What bugs me is the invasive questoms can get
to
have
tion I don't feel I should
Dr. Anthony
in their way
answer, usually asked by people
and make it
Komaroff
whose parents helped them to buy
for
harder
a house. I don't come from a rich
function at school and at
to
them
family, and it feels like people
home. ADHD also interferes with
are flaunting their privilege when
a child's ability to form and keep
they ask me. Duh, I don't have
friendships.
$20,000 for a down payment. But
Methylphenidate is the most
I shouldn't have to say that.
commonly prescribed drug for
How can I respond to this quesADHD. It's known by many brand
tion while not being rude or actualincluding Ritalin, Concerta
names,
ly answering it? Better yet, how do
It has been used for
Quillivant.
and
I respond in such a way that people
over 50 years to treat ADHD,and
stop asking? -- IN DEBT IN ILLIstudies have found it to be effective
•
NOIS
in decreasing symptoms.
DEAR IN DEBT: This reply
Despite its long history, the first
should do the trick: "There are
systematic review
comprehensive,
complimany reasons why,and it's
and risks of this
benefits
the
of
cated. When and if I do decide to
drug was not published until 2015.
buy, I'll let you know."
The researchers reviewed hun•••••
of studies that examined
dreds
DEAR ABBY: My daughter and
of methylphenidate
I disagree about whether it's all the effects
for ADHD. They found that the
right to hold the door open when
drug did improve children's perthe air conditioning is running on
in the classroom. And
formance
high to keep the house cool. She'll
parents reported a better quality
hold the door open while standof life for the family when their
ing in the doorway talking to her
children were taking medication.
friends who drive up in a car. In
On the other hand, there was some
the meantime, I am paying for the
evidence that it increased the risk
us
give
Please
blast.
full
run
AC to
of sleep problems and decreased
some guidance. -- ANONYMOUS
appetite.
MOM IN RALEIGH
So what does this mean for parDEAR MOM: I suggest that
trying to decide whether their
ents
because your daughter lives with
child should take ADHD medicayou and you are paying the bills,
tion?
she should have enough respect for
First, parents can take comfort
you to do as you ask.
in the fact that these medications

ing this is becoming a pattern with
Carla, the time to bring this up is
before you buy the tickets. The
words to use are: "I would prefer
that you don't stay over because
I'm really not comfortable having
overnight guests." And if she continues to suggest she wants to stay
with you,stop inviting her to rughttime.events.

NINE W FINE/ DON'T SUY
DOLLARS', ANY, SUT THE
IT'S ONLY
AROMA OF THE
HOT 5UTTE2
POPCORN!)
DURING THE MOVIE
WILL Dews YOU
CRAZY

(IN MY HEART, I KNOW
.1. RIGHT
1 ._!
- (!

I marked my computer's "on" button with
CAN THESE BATTERIES BE RECYCLED?
Dear Heloise: In a recent column about using a bat- bright-purple nail polish! I could never find the
tery tester before throwing away USED BATTERIES, darn thing. -- Heloise
you wrote,"Please RECYCLE the batteries removed." FANCY FLIP-FLOPS
The only problem is finding somewhere that will take
Dear Heloise: I bought a cute pair of plain, black
them. Nickel-cadmium and lithium batteries can be re- flip-flops with a raised heel. To make them a little fancycled at home-improvement centers, but no one will cier, I took an old pair of my mother's clip-on earrings
take alkaline batteries.
that were gold and turquoise and clipped them to the
We've asked a number of
part of the shoe that goes between your toes. It
"Y"
places, including a store that
dressed them up and created a new look. There
ly
sells batteries, and have
entae-c011ection of
vartlets possibilities
.`"told to just throw theni
sorings I have. D.M.H., Maiiassas, Va.
•
you know of somewhere tiasselig-oh
IFT TAGS
could send alkaline batteries,
please share it in your column.
Dear Heloise: Do not throw used greeting cards
-- Dan, via email
away. Cut the beautiful front page of the card and use
Dan, contact your recycling it as a label for a present. Tape it to the front of the gift,
center or government agency and it makes a beautiful "to" and "from" label. Also,
(or call city hall) to see if there you can trim the greeting on the inside of the card and
is a "hazardous-waste day." use it as a package label. -- D.E., Rapid City, S.D.
by
These programs usually take
Heloise
SAVE PAPER
many types of batteries. SomeDear Heloise: I abhor waste. I realized how much
or
times the collections are once
wasted when I started to keep any paper with a
was
twice a war.
back for scrap-paper use. I cut up oversize piecblank
of
because
concern
a
be
to
used
batteries
Alkaline
the high amount of mercury in them. Today they can es, save daily calendar pages, etc., and keep them at
be safely disposed of with normal household waste if my kitchen desk area for the to-do lists, shopping lists
necessary,since mercury has been eliminitedfrom the and reminders needed constantly. The amount that
batteries. -- Heloise
would have been wasted was overwhelming. -- MW.,
PS.: This would be good project, collecting as via email
many as possiblefor recycle day!
DOTTED PLUG
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to HeloDear Heloise: I was always looking twice when ise, P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
plugging in my electronics. No more. Using a permaor you can fax it to 1-210-HEWISE or email it to
nent marker and a bottle of correction fluid, I fixed all
com. I can't answer your letter
the cords. If the cord was dark, I marked the top side Heloise(W)Heloise.
the best hints received in my
use
will
but
personally
light-colored,
was
it
If
fluid.
correction
with a dot of
column.
I made the dot with the permanent marker. For USB
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
ports, I did the same. -- ER., Bluffton, Ohio
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DUSTIN

R

..WOULDN'T IT BE 1\

A. LOT EASIER JUST

TO HAVE A FRIEND
TAKE YOUR PHOTO?

I PUNNO,
MISTER-.
IT'S WEIRD—

SINCE I GOT THIS
SEL;IE STICK' ALL
MY FRIENDS SEEM
TOO BUSY TO HANG
OUT WITH ME.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Aug. 3, 2016:
This year you greet different circumstances and
work well within new constraints. Your success is
a direct reflection of your growing communication
skills. If you are single, you meet people with ease.
Potential suitors seem to pop up everywhere,
which forces you to be more discriminating and in
tune with your needs. If you are attached, the two
of you enjoy each other's company enormously.
Nevertheless, be careful, as you could be overly
ego-driven. Be more attentive to your sweetie. A
fellow LEO could be a soul mate.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult

54,1‘ -nor IF &WU.
6I* UP THAT KANO,
514E14."ATE TEN D1LAR5
lb'OR FFAMITE GAM'

P

R6liT5
6RAMMA
DOM!

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
***** The unexpected triggers your creativity
and high energy. Others will let you know how much
they appreciate you, your ideas and your solutions.
Take'these compliments in stride. Remain modest
while you listen to this feedback.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might feel as if everything is under
control, but you could have a surprise lurking
ahead. Rather than be controlling, opt to go with
the flow. Understand your limits. Allow your sense
of humor to weave through your day!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** What you say always has impact, for
better or for worse. What you hear from those
in the know could shock you, Whomever is
communicating this news does not think like you
do, as he or she follows a more offbeat path.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You could believe that you have a solid plan
of action, but someone is in a position to nix your
ideas. Sit down with this person and, without being
rude, get down to the basis of his or her thinking.
Once you do, a viable conversation opens up.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your spontaneity comes out in a serious
conversation. The unexpected occurs when
communicating with others. You might be delighted
by what come down the path, Consider having a
discussion with those involved with what goes on

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Take your time thinking through a decision
that a partner presents. You could see the situation
in a different light in a few days or as soon as a
few minutes! You might want to sort everything out
in your mind and sleep on it before you make a
decision.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Kick back and make a decision in your own
time, not the timing that others are pressuring you
for. You need to check out some details before you
feel ready to speak your mind. You recognize when
you might be wrong, which is a great trait to have.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Stay on top of a public commitment or a
professional matter. Others like your sense of
direction and your thought process. Listen to your
inner voice and act appropriately. Be aware of what
others think, and be willing to debate an issue.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You'll be looking at the bigger picture,
which you'll need to communicate to others.
The unexpected might occur when dealing with
someone close to you. Even if you are not pleased
with what you hear, know that this person is unlikely
to change.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 21)
***** You could be exhausted by all the
debating happening around you. You already
have made up your mind, but perhaps you haven't
shared your decision yet. Be more upbeat in how
you approach a personal matter.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You could be concerned about a
personal matter, but you'd rather spend time with
a favorite person who makes you laugh. You might
be surprised by news you hear from one of your
friends. Perhaps you will opt to veer in a different
direction.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Pace yourself, as you have a lot to get done.
You could be distracted by a matter involving your
finances, such as buying a lottery ticket or dealing
with the ramifications of a recent spending spree
You might need to consider a budget revision.
BORN TODAY
Football player Tom Brady (1977)
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COLLEGE SOFT-BALL

French wins Miller Invitational title Racers introduce
MSU Sports Information

Former MSU golfers occupied the top six places,led by the
champion Preston French who
carded an 8-under 134 on scores
of 68 and 66 at the Miller Memorial Invitational's final round
on Sunday at the home of Murray State golf, Francis E. Miller
DAVE WINDER /
Memorial Golf Course.
MSU Sports Information
Chris Wilson placed seccod on rounds of 68-68-136. MSU golfer Gabe Wheeler
Hunter York and 02. Lancast- hits from the sand on No. 12.
er shared third place. Each had
identical scores of 68-72-138. director and Murray State womMiller Memorial Golf Course en's golf assistant coach Will

Snodgrass fired scores of 7375 — 148.
Gabe Wheeler led a group of
four current Racers at the Miller
Memorial Invitational.
Wheeler, a sophomore, finished eighth in the combined
championship/first flight total
after scores of 72-71-143.
Other current MSU student-athletes and their finishes included Matthew Winder
in ninth place with rounds of
71-74-145 and Lance Davis
who placed 13th after rounds
of 73-73-147. Daniel Taylor
had scores of 73-79-152 and

placed 15tb.•

MILLER INVITATIONAL
lireleva Meoells
At Frames E. NM limmeloi Gel Caere*
Fenner and Cernsat Money Ilds Sews
Rani lesed
Melon Franca
58-56-134
as Mon
55401-138
0.1 Lancaster
06-72-138
Hunter York
88-72-1311
Daman McCormick
55-74-140
Qvl Win
7347-140
Weft Nam
70-72-142
limbs Illisslor
72-71-143
Jesse'
70-75-145
11161111m Vilinner
71-74-145
MI MOM
65-77-145
lairy Jos Save
72-75-147
lance Dais
73-73-147
VIVISnodgrass
73-75-148
Tin
73-79-152
_;Mow
83-75-158
'Current Murray Sate polars

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

1(11 Humphries named
Preseason
All-American
Murray

State QB receives third-team pick

By JEFF ARM
Sports Editor
Murray State redshirt senior
quarterback KD Humphries was
honored Monday, when STATS
announced its 2016 Football
Championship Subdivision Preseason All-America teams.
Humphries, who was picked
for the third team,led the nation
in completions per game, passing yards and passing yards per
game in 2015. His 3,778 yards
lasts season were an MSU record and propelled Murray State
to second in the FCS statistical
rankings in passing offense and
12th in overall offense.
Humphries enters this season
as the FCS' active career leader
in yards per game at 262_2.
The Racers quarterback credited his inclusion at the 2016
Manning Passing Academy in
June as part of his growth.
"Going to the Manning Passing Academy was an awesome
experience and a great time,"
Humphries said July 18 at the
Ohio Valley Conference Football Media Day in Nashville,
Tenn. "Some of the things I
learned, I've already started implementing them. When my receivers and I get together,there's
already some things we have
worked out. I went down there
(to the Manning Passing Academy) to become a better listener,
bring back new ideas and stsak
up everything like a sponge. I
just hope and believe this will
pay off."
Jacksonville State redshirt
junior quarterback Eli Jenkins
was named the 2016 first team
). see HUMPHRIES, Page 10

Winter as new
pitching coach
MSU Sports information

As a player at Notre Dame,
Winter was a four-time first
Murray State softball head team all
honorcoach Kara Amundson has ee and earned second team
announced the addition of for- All-Region honors from the
mer Notre Dame standout and NFCA during her freshman
current National Pro Fastpitch and sophomore years, before
pitcher Laura Winter to her moving to the first team for
staff.
her junior and senior seasons.
"We are delighted
During the Irish's
to add Laura Winter
final two seasons in
to our staff," said
the Big East she was
Amundson.
"She
named Pitcher of the
quickly put herself at
Year as a sophomore
the top of the candiand Player of the
date pool with both
Year as a junior.
her collegiate and
The San Diego,
professional playing
Calif., native ended
experience, as well
her career in South
as her coaching exBend with a record
perience at the Diviof 112-34 over 167
sion I level. Coach
Aimi lies
appearances and 138
Winter will primary
starts. She finished
be in charge of the
her four seasons
pitching staff and I
with a career ERA
am looking forward
2.12, while striking
to seeing their conout 1,078 batters and
tinued growth with
walking just 129 for
her experience and
a strikeout-to-walk
leadership in that
ratio of 8.4:1.
area. She has both
After
college,
coached pitchers of
Winter was the third
the year, as well as
pick of the second
been one herself, at
round and seventh
the Division I level,
overall pick when
so she knows what it
she was taken by the
takes to succeed."
Akron Racers in the 2014 NaWinter joins Murray State tional Pro Fastpitch Draft. Afafter spending the past two ter sitting out the 2014 season
seasons in the same position due to injury, she has worked
at Fordham. During that time way into becoming one of the
she helped coach the Rams most valuable tools in Akto back-to-back Atlantic 10 ron's bullpen. Winter currently
titles and NCAA tournament sports the lowest ERA on the
appearances and saw three of team with a 2.67 ERA over 15
her pitchers earn All-A10 ac- appearances and one start. MI
colades.

AUTO RACING

Buescher emerges in
the fog at Pocono for
first career Cup win
By DAN GELSTON
AP Sports Writer

JEFF ARENZ / Ledge & Times
Murray State quarterback KD Humphries, left, and Jacksonville State quarterback Eli Jenkins
pose for a photo July 18 at Ohio Valley Conference Football Media Day in Nashville, Tenn.

LONG POND,Pa. — Chris
Buescher sat in his Ford, hoping that the fog would stick
over Pocono and the cloud
over the rookie's middling season would start to lift.
Buescher idled in his car,
then stood with his arms folded
on pit road.
"I tried not to get my hopes
up," he said.
Buescher emerged from
the fog to become a surpris-

ing winner in Monday's shortened Sprint Cup race at Pocono Raceway. He is now on
the verge of being in the mix
for NASCAR's championship
after not finishing better than
14th all season before Monday.
Imagine a title push that
kicks off with Kyle Busch,Jimmie Johnson and little-known
Buescher in the field.
"The plan was to always
make the Chase," Buescher
said. "We're that much closer
)- See BUESCHER, Page 10

YOUTH BASEBALL

SPORTS BRIEFS

Alumni Soccer Night set for Unbeaten Lon County champs
Saturday at Calloway County
Staff Reports
Calloway County High School is hosting its
Alumni Soccer Night on Saturday at the Jim Nix
Soccer Complex.
The event begins with a meal at 5 p.m. with
four soccer scrimmages immediately following.
The first scrimmage features the Alumni Lady
Lakers, the second scrimmage highlights the
Alumni Lakers, the third scrimmage features
the 2016 Lady Lakers and the fourth scrimmage
highlights the 2016 Lakers.
People attending Alumni Soccer Night are
asked to donate $5 to the Calloway County High
School Soccer Program.
Parents and players are asked to bring the following items — middle school and freshman:
packages of buns for BBQ sandwiches; sophomores: bags of potato chips; juniors: a set of 25
plates, napkins and forks; seniors: desserts.
Lakers merchandise and season passes will be
on sale.

GOLF
Rotary Club schedules Aug.12 as date
for Max Hurt Memorial Tournament
The Rotary Club of Murray is hosting the annual Max Hurt Memorial Golf Tournament at 1
p.m. Aug. 12 at Murray Country Club.
For many years, the tournament has been the
annual fundraising event for Murray's Rotary
Club.raising thousands of dollars in scholarships
for locaf high school students.

Chase Wallace, golf tournament committee
chairman, said the club feels that one way to
make the Murray community stronger is to keep
a constant engagement with the youth of the
community and encourage them to further their
education.
"We feel that our tournament and the use of
the proceeds is a living example of Rotary's motto 'Service Above Self' and we hope to continue
to grow the tournament and help as many students as possible," Wallace said.
This year, the committee is looking to not
only provide traditional four-year college scholarships, but to also provide scholarships to students wanting to attend a technical or community
college as well.
The Max Hurt Memorial Golf Tournament is
a two-person scramble and open to all participants of any age or skill level. Soft spikes are
required and lunch is provided. The entry fee
is $150 per team of two players before Friday,
which includes cart and green fees. A rain date is
scheduled for Aug. 19.
Awards and prizes include $l0)00 for a holein-one on No. 17; other prizes for holes-in-one
on Nos. 2,7,and 11; a first-place prize of a $150
gift card; a fifth, a 10th and a 15th prim of $100
gift cards; and last place prize of a $75 gift card.
Additional prizes include a longest drive on No.
14; within 20 feet of the pin on Nos. 2 and 11;
and closest to the pin on No. 7.
". See BRIEFS, Page 10

Submitted Photo
The Murray Pinto National League All Stars recently won the championship of the Lyon County
Invitational in Eddyville. Murray finished the tournament with an undefeated record. The Pinto
National League All Stars include (first row, from left) Kaden Starks, Brodie Morris, Caleb Dudley, Colin Winters, Trtston Dennis, Jack Paul, Jackson Ames,(second row, from left) Eli Whitaker, Iziah Cruz, Maddox Mitchell, Thomas Renick, Kellen Crouch, Connor Pile, (third row, from
left) Coach Matt Dennis, Coach Mike Winters Coach Buzz Paul, and Coach Scott Pile. Absent
,
from the photo were Trent Jones, Logan Dodd and Coach Christopher Jonei
• .1
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SPORTS ON TV
Tours Games
BASEBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2- Big League World Senes, Championship gene, at Eager', S.C.
CYCLING
2 p.m.
FS1 - Tour of Utah, Stage 2 Fru-a/ante to
Torrey, Utah
MU
5 p.m.
F$1-St. Louis at Cincinnati
9 p.m.
MU - Boston at Seattle or Oakland at LA.
Wes

Wednesday's Games
CYCUNG
2 p.m.
jr of Utah, Stage
GOLF
2 p.m.
FS1 -USGA, U.S. Women's Amateur, round of
64, at Spnngheid, Pa.
NORSE RACING
4 p.m.
FS2-Saratoga Live, at Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
MLB
1 p.m.
MLB- Miami at Chicago Cubs
4 p.m.
MLB - Washington at Arizona or Milwaukee
etre Diego(games joined in progress)
6 p.m.
ESPN- N.Y Wets at N.Y. Yankees
FSMW- St. Lours at Cincinnati
SOCCER
1 p.m.
ESPN - International Champions Cup 2016,
Someone vs. Leicester City, at Solna, Sweden
•
630 p.m.
ESPN2- International Champions Cup 2016,
(tavern Munich vs. Real Madrid, at East Ruttierfoal, N.J.
8:30 p.m.
ESPN2- International Champions Cup 2016,
AC Milan vs. Chelsea. at Minneapolis
RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS
10:30 a.m.
NBCSN - Women's Soccer Sweden its. Russia. Canada vs. Australia. U.S. vs. New Zealand
and France vs. Colombia
2 p.m.
USA-Women's Soccer Brazil 45, China,Lmberme vs. Germany

PRO BASEBALL
MU
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
IN
I
Pct
Baltimore
59
45 .567
Thionto
47 .557
59
Boston
57
46 .553
flew York
53
52
.505
Tampa Bay
42
62
.404
Central Division
W
L
Pot
Cleveland
GO
43 .583
Detroit
57
48 .543
Chicago
51
54 .466
KarisasCity
50
55 .416
Minnesota
41
64 .390
West Division
W
Pot
L
Texas
62
44 .585
lleuston
56
49
33
Seethe
51
.505
52
Angeles
47
58 .448
Oakland
448
47
58
Monday's Results
Minnesota 12, Cleveland 5
Kansas City 3, Tampa Bay 0
KY Yankees 6, N.Y. Mets 5, 10 innings
Hairston 2, Toronto 1,14 innings

PRO SOCCER

Boston at Seethe, late
Today's Gaines
(Danish 2-2) at Baltimore (Bundy 3-3),
6:05 p.m.
Chicago Whets Sox (Shields 5-12) at Detroit
(Sanchez 5-11),6:10 p.m.
Kansas My (Ventura 6-9) at Tampa Bay Oneness 6-2), 6:10 p.m.
Minnesota (Gibson 3-6) at Cleveland (Carrasco
7-4), 6:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Tanaka 7-3) at NY. Meta (deGrom 6-5), 6:10 p.m.
Toronto (Dickey 7-12) at Houston (McCullers
6-4), 7:10 p.m.
Oakland (Manage 3-5) at Lk Angels (Shoemaker 5-11), 9:05 p.m.
Boston (Price 9-7) at Seattle (LeBlanc 1-0),
910 p.m.
Wednesekars Games
N.Y. Mets at N.Y. Yankees, 6:05 p.m.
Texas at Bellmore,605 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Detroit, 6:10 p.m
Kansas City at Tampa Bay,610 p.m.
Minnesota at Cleveland,6:10 p.m.
Toronto at Houston, 710 p.m.
Oakland at LA. Angels, 9:05 p.m
Boston at Seattle, 9:10 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East DMslon
Pet GB
W
I
Washington
61
44
57
Miami
49
538 4½
NewYorli
54
51
514
7
48
449
14
PhIladelphia
59
24
AttantS
37
59
352

TSARS

W
L
Pot
CS
64
41
56
49
6
533
51
11
52
505
47
56
456
it
42
62
404 21½
West Division
Si
I.
PcI
GB
San Francisco
61
44
Los Angeles
59
46
.562
2
Colorado
52
53
495
9
San Diego
45
60
.429
16
18
Arizona
4.3
62 .410
Mondays Bastes
N.Y. Yankees 6, N.Y. Wets 5,10 innings
Chicago Cubs 5, Miami 0
Washington at Arizona, late
Milwaukee at San Diego, late
Today's Games
San Francisco (Bumgamer 10-6) at Philadelphia (Eflin 3-4), 6:05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Tanaka 7-3) at N.Y. hies (deGroin 6-5), 6:10 p.m.
Ptttsburgh (Cole 6-6) at Atlanta (Fottynewicz
4-4), 6:10 p.m.
St Louis(Wainwright 9-5) at Cincinnati (Straily
6-6), 6:10 p.m.
Miami (Fernandez 12-5) at Chicago Cubs
(Hammel 10-5), 7:05 p.m.
LA Dodgers (McCarthy 2-1) at Colorado (Gray
7-4), 7:40 p.m.
Washington (Roark 10-6) at Arizona (Ray
5-10), 8:40 p.m.
Milwaukee (Davies 8-4) at San Diego (Perdomo 5-4), 9:10 p.m.
Wednesday's Games
Miami at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m.
Milwaukee at San DO)93, 2:40 p.m.
Washington at Arizona, 2:40 p.m.
N.Y. Met at N.Y. Yankees,605 p.m.
San Francisco at Philadelphia, 6:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Atlanta,6:10 p.m.
St Louis at Cincinnati, 6:10 p.m.
LA Dodgers at Colorado, 740 p.m.
Chicago
StLouls
Pfttsburgti
MIlwaukee
Cincinnati

Los

greseason All-American quarterback by STATS.
Humphries and Jenkins have a lot in. common,
other than the position they both play in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
"I met him on a recruiting trip I took to Jacksonville State," Humphries said of Jenkins."(The
Gamecocks)offered me a scholarship and he was a
walk-on safety. It's funny how it has all turned out
five years later."
In 2015,Jenkins threw for 2,788 yards and averaged 185.9 yards per game.
Both Humphries and Jenkins are from Alabama, with the Murray State signal-caller hailing
from Montgomery and the Jacksonville State guartorback originating from Birmingham.
Now,they command two of the top offenses in
the FCS.
"We grew up,about an hour away from each
other," Humphries said.
Jacksonville State plays an OVC game at Murray State on Nov. 12.
The Racers begin their 2016 training camp Friday at Roy Stewart Stadium. III

STATS FCS PRESEASON
ALL-AMERICA TEAM
First Team
OFFENSE
DB. Eli Jenkins. senior, 6-2. 205, Jacksorrville State, RE Chase Edmonds,
iuftior. 5-9, 196, Fordham, RB: Kade Harrington, senior, 5-9, 190, Lamar.
Fe: Tyler Renew, senior, 5-11. 217, The Citadel;
Cooper Kupp, senior,
10, Eastern Washington; Viat Jake Vileneke, junior, 6-4, 210, South
State; TT: Eric Saubert senior, 6-4, 242, Drake; OL Erik Austell, ju, 6-3, 285, Charleston Southern; OL: Julie'n Davenport, senior, 5-7,315,
Buduie5; OL Casey Dunn, senior, 6-3, 285, JacksonvMe State; DL Each
Johnson, senior 6-4,329, North Dakota State: OL Corey Levin, senior, 6-5,
306, Chattanooga.
DEFENSE
OL *Ants Davis. senior, 6-4, 260, Chattanooga; DL P-L Hall, ardor, 6-1,
208. San Houston State; 01: Derek Rivers, senior, 6-5, 255,
9Mite; DL Kolar Sault,senior,8-2,266, Northern Iowa; LB:AriclYrvi
e=
°un
junior, 6-4, 234, James Madison; LB: Dylan Cole, senior, 6-1, 236, Missouri
Sire; LB: Inca DeLuca, senior, 6-3, 245, North Dakota State; LB: Mises"
Kik', senior. 6-1,320,
• DO Casey DeAndrade, senior. 5-11,212,
junior, 6-1, 191, The CROW; DB: David
Nes Hampshire; De: Dee
Jones. senior,6-1 187, Richmond; 061: Donald Payne. senior, 6-1, 21 7, Stet
sop
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9
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4 34 2825
9
734 32 32
8
630 33 37
7
826 33 34
6
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6 1
3 21 21 28
4
7 19 23 26
NOTE Three points for victory, one point for tie

AUTO RACING
NASCAR
Sprint Cup
Pennsylvania 400
Monday's Resod'
At Pocono Raceway
Long Pond, Pa.
Lap length: 2.5
(Pole position In parerrtheses)
1. (n) Chris Buescher, Ford, 138 laps, 76.2
rating, 44 points; 2. (7) Brad Keselowski, Ford,
138, 108.0, 40; 3. (30) Regan Smith, Cherulet
138, 60.8, 38; 4. (17) Kevin HarvicK Chevrolet,
138, 121.5, 38; 5. (6) Tony Stewart, Chevrolet,
1 38,89.8,36;6.(11)Kyle Larson, Chevrolet, 138,
115.8, 36; 7.(4) Denny Hamlin, Toyota, 138, 97.8,
34; 8.(2) Carl Edwards, Toyota, 138, 103.8, 33; 9.
(16) Kyle Busch, Toyota, 138, 98.7, 33; 10. (15)
Kurt Busch, Chevrolet 138,81.5, 31.
11. (18) Ryan Blaney, Ford, 138,87.1, 30; 12.
(5) Ryan Newman. Chevrolet, 138, 96.7, 30; 13.
(12) Austin Dillon, Chevrolet, 138, 109.3,2% 14.
(13) AJ Allmendinger, Chevrolet, 138, 810, 28;
15. (23) Kasey Keine Chevrolet, 138, 91.4, 26;
16. (21) Jimmie Johnson, Chevrolet, 138, 70.7,
25; 17. (9) Matt Kensetti, Toyota, 136, 82.5, 24;
18.(14) Ricky Stenhouse Jr, Ford, 138, 62.3,23;
19. (31) Trevor Bayne. Ford, 138, 60.7, 22; 20.
(19) Jamie McMurray, Chevrolet, 138,68.8, 21.
21.(20) Casey Mears, Chevrolet, 1 38,657,20;
22.(26) Danica Patrick, Chevrolet, 138,58.0, 19;
23.(29) Michael McDowell, Chevrolet. 138,527,
18; 24.(35) Brian Scott, Ford, 138, 48.2, 17; 25.
(25) Greg Billie, Ford, 138, 75.0, 17; 26.(28) Clint
Bowyer, Chevrolet 138, 49.0, 15; 27. (24) Jeff
Gordon, Chevrolet 138, 60.0, 14; 28. (34) Matt
DiBenedetto, Toyota, 138,41.3, 13; 29.(39) Michael Annett, Chevrolet, 137, 37.7, 12; 30. (32)
Landon Cassill, Ford, 137,40.0, 11.
31 (36) Cole Whitt, Ford, 137, 33.5, 10; 32.(33)
David Ragan, Toyota, 135,33.5, 9; 33.(8) Chase
Elliott, Chevrolet 134, 74.6,8; 34.(38)Josh Wise,
Chevrolet, 132, 297, 7; 35. (3) Pad Mallard,
Chevrolet, 119,59.2,6; 36.(37)Job Burton, Ford,
117. 27.8, 0; 37. (10) Joey Logano, Ford, 115,
108.1.6; 38. (1) Martin Trues Jr, Toyota, accident
82,62.8, 4; 39.(27) Arlo Almirota, Ford, accident,
66, 35.2, 2; 40. (40) Reed Sorenson, Chevrolet,
engine, 29.240, 1.
Race Statistics
Average Speed of Race Winner. 1 29.734 mph.
Time of Rap!: 2 hours, 42 minutes, 15 seconds.
Margin of Victory: Under Caution. Caution Rags
7 for 31 laps. Lead Changes: 19 among 11 drivers.
Lap Leaders: M.Truex 1-16; EtKeselowski 1718; G.Biffte 19-32; J.Logano 33-50; ICHarvick
51; J.Logano 52; &Dillon 53; R.Newman 54;
B.Keselowski 55-60; K.Harvick 61-66; K.Larson
67-77; A.Dilion 78; KAarson 79-80; J.Logano
81-99; Klaraon 100-108; Ky.Busch 109; K.Larson 110-1 24; ADillon 125: A_Allmendinger 126;
C.Buescher 127-138
Leaders Summary (Driver, Times Led, Laps
Led): J.Logano, 3 times for 36 laps; Carson, 4
times for 33 laps; M.Truex, 1 time for 15 laps';
G.Biffle, 1 time for 13 laps; C.Buescher, 1 time for
11 laps; 8.Keselowski, 2 times tort laps; Kira:sick, 2 times for 5 laps; A.Dillon, 3 times for 0
laps; AAllmendinger 1 time for 0 laps; Ky.Busch,
1 time for 0 laps; R.Newman, 1 time for 0 laps.
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SPECIAL TEAMS
PK: Nick Dorka, junior, 6-0, 190, William & Mary; P: Chris Fraser, senior,
6-2,211, Cornell, IS: Joshua Appel, senior,6-2,250, Indiana State; KR: Willie
Quinn, graduate, 5-5,145,Southern; PR: Khris Cardin,junior, 5-7,158, North
Carolina A&T;.4,P-. John Santiago, sophomore, 5-9, 170, North Dakota.
Second Teem
OFFENSE
OB: Case Cookus, sophomore 6-4, 200, Northern Arizona; RB: Kenctell
Anderson, senior, 5-9, 200, William & Mary; RB: Tank Cohen, senior, 5-6,
173, North Carolina A&T; RB: De'Angelo Henderson, senior, 5-8, 205, Coastal Carolina; FB: Joe Protheroe, junior, 6-0, 225, Cal Poly, Wit: Josh Barge,
senior, 6-1, 178, Jacksonville State; Wit: Emmanuel Butler, junior, 6-3, 210,
Northern Arizona; Wit: Justin Watson, junior, 6-3, 210, Penn; TI: Dallas
Goedert, junior, 6-5,245, South Dakota Slate; DL Mitch Kirsch, senior, 6-6,
300, James Madison; CIL Javarius Leamon, senior, 6-7.310, South Carolina
State; DL Brandon Parker, junior, 6-7, 279, North Carolina A&T; OL Mark
Spelman, senior, 6-3, 280, Illinois State; OL Anton Wahrtry, senior, 6-5,303,
Wolford.
DEFENSE
DL: Pat Ahlyie, junior,6-2,235, Colgate; DL Anthony Ellis, junior, 6-1,245,
Charleston Southern; DL Caleb Kidder, senior, 6-5,275, Montana; DL Tenon
Kpassagnon, senior, 6-7,275, Vilianova; DL Greg Menard, junior, 6-2,240,
North Dakota State; LB: Kcurtney Berry, senior, 6-0, 215,Alabama State; LB:
Omar Howard, senior, 6-0, 231, Richmond; LB: Mike Needham, junior, 6-4,
210, Southern Utah; LB: Folarin Drimolaide,senior, 5-11,240, Dartmouth; IS:
James Rentz, senior, 6-2,245, Sacred Heart DB: LeRoy Alexander, senior,
6-0, 195, Youngstown State; DB: Mike Basile, junior, 6-1, 200, Monmouth;
DO: Trey Robinson, senror, 6-1,212, Furman; DO: Tremon Smith, junior, 6-0,
185, Central Arkansas.
SPECIAL TEAtitS
PK: Lance Geesey. senior, 5-10,180, Saint Francis; P: Keith Wrzuszczak,
junior, 5-11, 194, Eastern Kentucky; IS: Joseph Smith, senior, 6-3, 200,
Charleston Southern; KR: Lorenzo Jerome, senior, 6-0, 195, Saint Francis;
PR: Ellis Onic II, junior, 5-6, 163, Northern Colorado; AP: Darius Hammond,
senior, 5-10, 192, Charleston Southern.
Third Team
OFFENSE
013: KD Humphries, senior:, 6-3, 225, Murray State; 1313: Corey Avery, junior, 5-10, 190, Sam Houston State; FIB: Derrick Craine, senior, 5-10, 205,
Chattanooga; RB: Darius Victor, senior, 5-8, 227. Towson; FO: Lorenzo Long,
senior, 5-9, 210,Woftord; WA: Brian Brown,senior, 6-1,198, Richmond, Wit:
Brendan Flaherty, senior, 6-2, 200, Holy Cross; Wit; Anthony Warrior , senior,
6-2,190, Illinois State; TE: Phazahn °darn, graduate,6-8,245, Fordham; 01:
Kyle iwaioy, senior, 6-5, 330, Illinois State; CIL Armando Bonheur, senior,
6-3, 300, Samford; CIL Sam Bovonike, senior,6-2, 350, Coastal Carolina, OL
Justin Lea,junior, 6-4, 295, Jacksonville State; OL Timon Parris, junior, 6-5,
310, Stony Brook; OL Bret Treadway, senior, 6-3, 280, Lamar.
DEFENSE
DI: Isaiah Golden, junior, 6-2, 335, likNeese State, DL Javancy Jones,
senior, 6-2, 230, Jackson State; DL Ebenezer Ogundeko, junior, 6-3, 255,
Tennessee State; DL Patrick Ricard, senior, 6-3, 285, Maine; LB: Sam Denmark, junior, 6-1, 230,Abilene Christian; 1.13: Chad Geter, graduate,6-2,253,
Gartner-Webb; LB: Darius Leonard, junior, 6-3, 200, South Carolina State:
LB: Nakevion Nettie, senior, 5-11, 220, Chattanooga LB: Brett Taylor. junior,
6-2, 230, Western Illinois; DO: Jamersce Blount, senior, 6-0, 180, Samford;
Cilif Xavier Coleman, senior, 5-11. 190, Portland State; DB: Jihaad Preload,
senior, 5-11, 195, Fordham; DB: Taylor Reynolds, senior, 6-0, 190. James
Madison
SPECIAL TEAMS
PIC Zak Kennedy, sophomore,6-0,180, Youngstown State; P: Alex Knight,
senior, 6-1, 199, Southeast Missouri; IS: James Fisher, junior, 6-2, 212.
North Dakota State; KR: Death Brown, senior, 5-8, 170, Cr..W Carolina;
PR: Christian Searles, junior, 5-9, 1 78, Dayton; AP: Martez Carter, junior, 5-8,
175, Grainbling State; Al"; Justice Sheiton-Mosiey, sophomore, 5-10, 170,
Harvard,

269 Mermie Road,Hardin

See this property
and many more at

www.SBGproperty.com

Great lot in the Pirate Cove subdivision! With a septiu
tank on sight, along with an underground storm
shelter, all this lot needs is a new home built on it to
fully enjoy the lake area and community atmosphere.
Pirate Cove's amenities include a community
swimming pool, dock and boat ramp,sandy beach, air
strip, playground miniature golf, and a club house.
MIS #86555 $25,000

Registration forms are available at the Murray
Convention and Visitors Bureau and the Murray
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.Forms
and fees must be mailed to Rotary Golf Tournament,P.O. Box 411, Murray, Ky.42071.
For more information, contact Chase Wallace
by calling (270) 752-1983 or sending email to
chasew@cfsvcs.com.

WATER SKIING
Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts earn medals at
2016 Southern Regional Championships
TUSCALOOSA,Ala. - Six Kentucky Lake
Ski Nuts competed at the 2016 Southern Regional Water Ski Championships on July 20-24 at Lymankind Lake.
Austin Collins of Murray, skiing in the Boys
2 Division, won a gold medal in jumping after
launching a 121-foot jump, which was 99 feet
farther than the second-place jump. He added a
second-place finish in slalom, ninth in tricks and
ended up third in the Boys 2 Division overall.
Kassidy Hawkins of Paducah, skiing in the
Girls 3 Division, added solid performances
across her events. She was third in slalom, fifth
in tricks,seventh in jumping and fifth in the Girls
3 Division overall.
Dr. Carl Marquess of Paducah, skiing in the
Men's 6 Division,finished with a silver medal in
tricks. He added a fifth-place effort in jumping.
and ninth in slalom to claim a bronze medal in
the Men's 6 Division overall.
Pat Coomes of Owensboro captured a silver
medal in the Men's 6 Division jumping while
adding strong finishes in slalom and tricks.
Coomes ended up on the podium at fifth overall.
Errol Bryant of Beechmont made a clean
sweep of the Men's 9 Division, winning gold
medals in slalom and tricks and placing first
overall. He also finished second in tricks and
third in slalom in the Men's 8 Division.
Jackson Hawes of Paducah closed out the Ski
Nuts performances with a seventh-place effort in
Men's Division 1 tricks.
More than 200 skiers from seven states competed in the 2016 Southern Regional Water Ski
Championships, a qualification event for the
American Water Skiing Association U.S. National Championships.
Collins, Hawkins, Marquess, Coomes and
Bryant will be skiing in the 2016 U.S. National Championships, which will take place in
mid-August in Boise,Idaho.

NASHVILLE,Tenn.- Murray resident Russ
Shemberger placed second in his age group at the
Music City Triathlon held July 24 in downtown
Nashville.
Shemberger competed in the Olympic distance, which is a 0.9-mile swim,24.9-mile bike
and a 6.2-mile run. The 50-54 male age group
had 22 competitors.
For complete results, visit this link: hap://
www.amatteroftiming.com/results/redirect/147-2016-music- city-triathlon.
An award-winning, veteran triathlete, Shemberger is among the top age-group triathletes in
the nation, based on his performance at the USA
Triathlon(USAT) Olympic distance race in August 2014 in Milwaukee, Wis. He is coached by
FTPTriathlon Coaching in Hendersonville,Tenn.
Shemberger also is a certified USAT coach for
FTP.
A licensed massage therapist in Murray,
Shemberger also is a certified swim coach.
His wife, Dr. Melony Shemberger, is a certified running coach with USA Track and Field
and an assistant professor ofjournalism and mass
communication at Murray State University. II

now."
He's not there yet. Buescher is six points behind David Ragan for 30th to reach the cutoff
needed to become eligible for the Chase for the
Sprint Cup championship.
Buescher, who drives for underfunded Front
Row Motorsports, was the beneficiary on a rare
Monday race postponed a day by rain. With nasty
weather punishing the track,NASCAR called the
red flag with 22 laps left and parked the cars on

pit road. Buescher was as much a spectator in the
No. 34 Ford as the few fans left in the stands,
though NASCAR let drivers get out of their cars
after about 10 minutes as they waited out gloomy
conditions.
"I'm a little scared to get out," Buescher said.
No need. He was declared the winner after
about an 80-minute delay. He was doused with
beer and water in a makeshift viry lane celebration inside a garage stall, his Fold covered on
rainy pit road instead of bathed in confetti.
Brad Keselowski was second, followed by
Regan Smith, Kevin Harvick and Tony Stewart.
•

Submitted Photo
Russ Shemberger Of Murray stands on the
podium for his second-place age-group win
at the Music City Triathlon, Olympic distance, held July 24 in Nashville, Tenn.

TRIATHLON
Murray's Shemburger places second
in age group at Music City race
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